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1. Introduction

The editorial of the third issue of 2016 (Fernandez, 2016) reviewed nine years of work by the editorial team, from the date the journal was founded, until the present day. In this regard, it announced the need for changes in the journal and introduced me as the new Editor-in-Chief of the journal. As the new editor and this being the first editorial written by the new team, first of all, we would like to express our appreciation for the offer and the responsibility placed in us by the founders (i.e., Fernandez et al., 2008) and the OmniaScience publishing company. In this manner, we would like to introduce the journal, the new team and the new developments in its management to the scientific community.

2. New editorial team and scope of the journal

I am joined by a group of researchers from the Universitat Politècnica de Valencia (Josefa Mula, Carlos Andres-Romano and Pilar I. Vidal-Carreras), and together, we will be responsible for the new scientific management of the journal. For this purpose, and in light of the orientation of most of the articles received, we have decided to center the focus and scope of the journal on Operations Management. This is an area in which a great deal of progress can be made on the frontier of knowledge between management/business administration (in its operations management aspects) and industrial engineering, in a simultaneous and reinforced manner, with contributions that have a scientific impact and which are useful for practitioners (Elsayed, 1999; Gallwey, 1992; Marin-Garcia, 2011; Marin-Garcia, Garcia-Sabater,
As seen on the JIEM website (http://www.jiem.org/index.php/jiem/about/editorialPolicies#focusAndScope), the scope of the journal is focused on Operations Management, covering five large dimensions:

1. Production Planning – Scheduling – Inventory
2. Logistics – Supply Chain
3. Quality Management
4. Operations Management
5. Operational Research

This means that the main topics of interest are related, but not limited, to: Supply Chain Management, Green Supply Chains, Logistics in general, Lean Manufacturing, Operations Improvement, Innovation Management in Operations, Operations in Service Industry, Operational Research, Total Quality Management, Total Productive Maintenance, how to manage the workforce in Operations and how to improve Operation Management competencies.

We therefore encourage authors in any of these disciplines to submit their scientific contributions related to Operations Management to JIEM.

We would like to take a moment to remind everyone that JIEM has been indexed in Scopus since 2010, and in ESCI (Thomson) since 2015, among many other indexes and bibliometric indicators (JIEM, 2017).

3. Plagiarism and originality

Another novel aspect this year that is here to stay at JIEM is the active proposal to combat plagiarism and self-plagiarism. In this sense, and as until now, authors and co-authors are recommended to be precise when citing already published documents (OmniaScience, 2015). The experience of OmniaScience has enabled us to see that this does not always occur, and so on an editorial level, OmniaScience has decided to incorporate an active plagiarism control system in all of its journals. Plagiarism can take on many shapes and forms, from authors who use their own previously published articles for republication, to authors who take other authors’ texts and include them in their own documents, intentionally or not, without the required citation, thus making the texts appear to be their own, i.e., improperly assuming authorship of them.
On the one hand, to minimize the reception and on the other hand, and most importantly, to prevent the publication of plagiarized, self-plagiarized or partially plagiarized articles in OmniaScience journals, in particular in JIEM, the journal will use specialized software to check articles received after March 2017.

Crossref Similarity Check (2017) is a computer program that will help journal editors verify the originality of the documents received. Crosscheck powered by Ithenticate is a program containing the most extensive database for comparisons available today, which is why it was chosen to perform this task. It is known within the scientific community as Turnitin by iParadigms.

This program includes the published works of more than 200 Crossref members who contribute the complete text of articles to the database, as well as the chapters of scientific books, thus resulting in a collection of more than 50 million documents. This database does not contain everything published, since the scientific production of members not affiliated with Crossref may not be included; it does, however, contain a large share of the published works. Accordingly, the entire content of JIEM is added to the aforementioned database, permitting other publishers to detect attempts to plagiarize JIEM documents, thus protecting JIEM authors from most plagiarism attempts.

In this manner, JIEM readers can be much more sure that the journal publications are original and have not been previously published, which provides added value to the journal authors. At the same time, they will be better protected against possible future attempts at plagiarism.

4. Payment per review

One of the most important jobs of a scientific journal is the scientific review conducted by researchers. In most journals, both closed and open access, this work is unpaid. As a result, among other drawbacks, the editors-in-chief find it extremely difficult to locate reviewers willing to do this job for free. On many occasions, the search process can take as long as 6 months. Once the appropriate reviewer has been found and has accepted the work, we must wait until the review has been finished, keeping in mind that it is not this person’s main job and it is unpaid. This results in long delays and can result in despair on the part of authors who are waiting and the editors who are managing the work. On many occasions, the only compensation reviewers get is a certificate they can add to their curriculum vitae and present for accreditation as part of their university work.

At JIEM, with the incorporation of the Payment per review system, part of the publication income from authors or research institutions is used to pay reviewers for this work, as long as the reviews are of good quality and delivered by the stipulated deadline. We hope this speeds up the process and increases the
quality of the article reviews, thus increasing the satisfaction of the authors who publish in JIEM and indirectly benefiting the entire scientific community.

5. Renewal of the reviewers and the editorial board

Over the course of this year, taking advantage of the incorporation of the Payment per review system, we plan to renew the journal's board of reviewers. To be a JIEM reviewer, fill out the registration form (https://goo.gl/forms/eiGWaRN70dzVvgri1), which will ask you for basic identification information, such as your email, ORCID, whether you hold a PhD, information about your scientific production and access to the main consultation databases, as well as your areas of knowledge. Once your proposal has been received, the editor-in-chief of the journal will evaluate your candidacy and determine whether you will go on to form part of the new review board of the journal. If so, you will be registered in the system and be sent an email confirming your entry. When you are assigned a review, you will be asked to complete it within a pre-established period of time (2 weeks) and with an appropriate level of quality. Reviewers who complete their work according to these premises will be compensated with €20, which will accumulate in their account. Once the total accumulated amount reaches €100, OmniaScience will contact the reviewer to initiate the payment process for this amount.

Finally, a process has begun to renew the journal's scientific board, with the intention of including the main scientists in the area in order to strengthen it and make it one of the best in the area of Operations Management.
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